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S T O R Y T I M E S
T O G O !

I See the Wind
I see the wind when the leaves dance

by,
(Dance your hands around)

I see the wind when the Clothes wave
"Hi!"

(Wave Your Hand)
I see the wind when the trees bend

low,
(Bend Your Arm Over and Down)

I see the wind when the flags all blow.
(Wave Your Arms High)

I see the wind when the kites Fly high,
(Raise Your Arms High)

I see the wind when the clouds float by.
Wave Your Hand Gently)

I see the wind when it blows my hair,

(Lift Your Hair With Your Hand)
I see the wind 'most everywhere!
(Hold Your Hands Out,  Palms Up)

I'm a Little Snowman
( I'm a Little Teapot tune)

I'm a little snowman short and fat,
Here's my scarf and here's my hat.

When I see the snowfall,
Hear me shout

- All you children please come out!

It's Raining, It's Pouring
It's raining, it's pouring.
The old man is snoring.

He bumped his head and went to bed
And he couldn't get up in the morning.

 
It's raining, it's pouring.
The old man is snoring.

He bumped his head and went to bed
And he couldn't get up in the morning.

Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall
Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall
There are seasons, four in all.

Weather changes,
Sun and rain and snow,

Leaves fall down and flowers grow.
Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall
There are seasons, four in all.
Look outside and you will see

Just what season it will be!
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2 pieces of white construction paper
1 piece of black construction paper
1 piece of orange construction paper
1 piece of Brown construction paper
1 piece of dark blue construction paper
1 glue stick 
1 pair of scissors 

Items Needed: 

Melted Snowman

Cut white construction paper into small squares to make the body of
the snowman.
Use the black construction paper to cut out 6 circles for the
snowman's eyes and mouth
Cutout two thin rectangles using the brown construction paper to
create the snowman's arms.
Use the dark blue construction paper as the background of your
snowman. 
Combine all the pieces to make a unique melted snowman!

Directions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 

Craft



Weather
Project Link Presents:

For children  Preschool through Kindergarten
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Extra Enrichments

To learn more about the seasons, scan the QR
code to watch a video from PBS Learning Media.

Sing and dance with the Kiboomers as they
perform "If You Know All the Seasons".

Scan the QR code to get started

To learn more about weather, scan the QR code to
watch a video from PBS Learning media.


